Application Questions

Luke
Chapter 1:1-4

Introduction
In the introduction of Luke’s letter to his friend Theophilus, he clearly states his reasoning
for writing. Luke writes so that he would know the exact truth about the things that he had
already been taught. Apparently, Theophilus already knew many stories and teachings
surrounding the life of Christ- but Luke understood that there was still something missing.
As we journey together through Luke’s letter- we’ll strive to answer questions tucked deep
inside as well as strengthen our faith through the words and life of Christ.

Luke 1:1-4
1 Inasmuch as many have undertaken to compile an account of the things accomplished among us,
just as they were handed down to us by those who from the beginning were eyewitnesses and
servants of the word, 3 it seemed fitting for me as well, having investigated everything carefully from
the beginning, to write it out for you in consecutive order, most excellent Theophilus; so that you
may know the exact truth about the things you have been taught.

Questions
1. If you have given your life to Jesus, what was one of your greatest hurdles or
questions before you could surrender your life to Him?
2. What helped you get through your hurdles in the faith?
3. Have you ever felt ashamed of the questions that you had or struggled with?
a. Why?
4. What are some of your greatest questions that you still have left unanswered about
your faith in Christ?
5. What do you believe or know to be some of your friend’s, family’s, co-workers’,
neighbors’ (people in your circle) questions when it comes to Christianity and why
they don’t believe?
6. What do you think the difference between blind faith and examined faith?
a. What do you think has traditionally been taught to you and what do you
believe is what Scripture seeks from us?

Further Study / Scripture
Luke For Everyone, N.T Wright
Life Lessons From Luke, Max Lucado
Jesus Unleashed [Luke’s Gospel for Emerging Christians], Ron Clark
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